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Important Appeal From The Rov

News This Week
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ס’ תכ”ז

Mazel Tov to Dovi Green and his parents, Rafi and Naomi, on the
occasion of his Bar Mitzvah this Shabbos. The Kehilla is invited to a
Kiddush after davening in the Shul Hall.
Mazel Tov to Adam and Sorela Bookman on the birth of a grandson to
Moshe and Dassa Weiss and also on the occasion of Aryeh’s wedding to
Chaya Rabinowitz

Spring Forward

A reminder to all members to move their clocks forward one hour
this Motzei Shabbos.

Chaim Aruchim

We wish Chaim Aruchim to the following who have Yahrtzeit this week:
Mon, 25th Addar Sheini - Bobbie Graham for his father
Mon, 25th Addar Sheini - Rabbi David Braunold for his father

Pre-Pesach Ladies Shiurim

The first of 2 Pre-Pesach Shiurim for ladies by the Rov takes place 8.30pm
this Tuesday, March 29th, at the Rov’s house, 48 Waterpark Road.

Sale of Chometz

The sale of  חמץwhich takes place in the Beis Din, may arranged via the
Rov, either at his home by prior arrangement or in Shul after Maariv.

Forbidden Waters 		

Rabbi Naftali Reich (Torah.org)

Certain practices are just too vile and despicable for civilized people to endure,
especially when it comes to food. The thought of chewing and swallowing the
repulsive little vermin that live under rocks or in stagnant pools of water would
make anyone gag. And yet, when the Torah in this week’s portion delineates
the organisms we are forbidden to eat there is a detailed mention of all sorts
of reptiles, vermin and other loathsome creatures. Why does the Torah find it
necessary to forbid something we would find repulsive in any case?
The Talmud addresses this problem and explains that Hashem wanted the
Jewish people to accumulate additional reward. Therefore, He forbade them
to eat vermin, so that they would be rewarded for their abstention. But the
questions still remain: Why would we deserve to be rewarded for refraining to
do something we find despicable and revolting and would never do anyway?
Aren’t we rewarded for overcoming our natural inclinations in order to comply
with Hashem’s will? In the case the prohibition against vermin, however, can we
in all honesty claim that our compliance shows our high regard for Hashem’s
commandments or does it rather show our concern for our own fastidious
nature?
The answer to these questions reveals one of the fundamental paradoxes of
human nature. “Forbidden waters are sweet,” proclaims the wise and ever
insightful King Solomon in Proverbs. We seem to have a peculiar fascination
with anything that is forbidden to us. And the more stringent the prohibition the
greater the attraction. Are we ever more inclined to run our forefinger along a
wall than when we see a sign declaring “Wet Paint”?
Why does the forbidden exert such a strong attraction to us? Because it triggers
our inherent egotistical conviction that we are in control of our own lives, that we
are the masters of our destiny. Therefore, we automatically view every prohibition
as a challenge, an assault on our supposed independence and self-sufficiency,
and we are drawn to violate the prohibition simply to prove to ourselves that we
can do whatever we please, that no one else can tell us what to do.
In this light, we can well understand why we deserve to be rewarded for
refraining from eating vermin. Certainly, we are not naturally predisposed to
eating the slime of the earth. But when the Torah imposes a legal prohibition
on these selfsame vermin they suddenly become strangely appealing. And
when we resist this temptation generated by the commandment itself we are
rewarded for our compliance. In this way, the Talmud tells us, Hashem rewarded

שואלים בהלכות פסח קדם לפסח שלשים יום

The first Halocho in Hilchos Pesach stresses the obligation upon all
members of the community to ensure that the less well-off should have
sufficient funding to enable them to fulfil the Mitzvos of  יום טובin a
happy (debt free) mood.
In order to comply with this Halocho, as in previous years, we shall be
collecting  מעות חיטיןfunds for distribution to those of our Kehilla who
require financial support.
There are two ways in which everyone can donate; either
a) Directly to the myself (in Shul or at home) either cash or charity
vouchers payable to ZY Gemach (charity no. 1153306)
b) By bank transfer to:
Account Name: ZY Gemach
Sort Code: 77-19-09 Account: 29350768
Reference: Moschit
Thank you in advance for your generous response to this Mitzva.
us with additional merit simply by imposing a prohibition on the most loathsome
foods imaginable.
Two mothers brought their young sons to the seaside on a warm summer day.
They placed the children in a sandbox and gave them pails and shovels. Then
they walked a short distance away to sit and enjoy the balmy weather.
Before walking off, one of the mothers bent down to her child and said,
“Remember, my precious little one, don’t go near the waves. They’re very
dangerous. You might get hurt.”
No sooner had she sat down, however, than her little boy was off to stick his
toes into the surf. The mother ran to retrieve him. She brought him back to the
sandbox and repeated her admonition, more sternly this time. Minutes later, the
little boy was off to the water once again. During all of this commotion, the
other child remained in the sandbox, completely focused on the castle he was
building.
“I don’t understand,” the frustrated mother said to her friend. “You didn’t say a
word to your son, and yet he hasn’t even looked at the water. But my son keeps
running to the water even though I explained to him how dangerous it is.”
Her friend smiled. “That’s it exactly. You forbid your son from going to the water,
so he has to prove himself by going. I didn’t say anything to my son, so he
couldn’t care less. He is far more interested in the sand.”
In our own lives, we can all recognize this tendency in ourselves, whether in
issues as momentous as the challenges of Torah observance or as relatively minor
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as exceeding the speed limit. Somehow, we feel diminished when we subject
ourselves to restrictions imposed upon us by others. But if we were truly honest
with ourselves, we would realize that accepting the authority of the Torah does
not diminish us in any way. On the contrary, it allows us to be directed by the
Divine Wisdom rather than our own limited vision and rewards us with serenity
and fulfillment that would otherwise be far beyond our reach.

Self-Serving

			

Rabbi Label Lam (Torah.org)

And Aaron’s sons, Nadav and Avihu, each took his pan, put fire in them, and
placed incense upon it, and they brought before HASHEM a foreign fire, which
He had not commanded them. And fire went forth from before HASHEM and
consumed them, and they died before HASHEM. (Vayikra 10:1-2)
What went so very wrong here? Aaron’s two sons were certainly great and holy
men of enormous stature. Yet they were not immune to a sudden and swift
death. There may be a few clues for us to zero in on and glean some practical
lessons with relevance for us even today.
This phrase stays in my mind. “Fools rush in where angels fear to tread!” Someone
asked me if I would be the Mesader Kiddushin – One who leads the marriage
ceremony for him and his bride. My answer was simple. “I will happily change a
light bulb but I will not dare to change a fixture.” I don’t know what I am doing
when it comes to electricity. One time I tried changing a light switch. Suddenly
sparks came flying out of the wall and all the lights in the whole house went
black.
My wife came running wondering what had happened and there I stood with
black stuff all over my face and part of my beard singed. If it wasn’t so close to
being tragic it would have been comical. I learned then and there, “Fools rush in
where angels dare to tread!” Nobody can see electricity. No one even has! Yet it
is powerful and dangerous if someone does not know what he is doing.
The verse testifies that they brought an AISH ZARA – A foreign fire which
HASHEM had not commanded them and a fire went forth that consumed them.
The Ohr HaChaim asks, “What was this strange fire? What was strange about it? It
was not what HASHEM had commanded them to do. That makes it strange. No
matter how spiritual they felt they were or how noble their intentions, they were
not grounded by or protected by a Commandment, a Mitzvah.
The Sefas Emes says that we can earn from this the main part of doing a Mitzvah
is in the power of the Commandment even beyond the loftiest intentions.
Certainly, Nadav and Avihu were great people; they knew all the deepest
secrets and unifications connected with their actions and even still it lacked
the most important element, a Commandment from HASHEM. Then the Sefas
Emes says that how much so in the positive direction is one infused with life
giving spirituality for the performance of a Mitzvah which has in it the power of a
Commandment. The main thing even for the simplest person is the performance
of a Mitzvah even unadorned by grand spiritual aspirations. Doing HASHEM’s
will simply surpasses feelings of sublime spiritual elevation void of the context
of a Mitzvah.
I can remember this exchange from almost 38 years ago like it was yesterday. I
was sitting on an old wooden bench, Shabbos morning in what is essentially the
birthplace and heart beat of Monsey, the Beis Midrash Elyon Alumni Minyan. It
was pesukei d’zimra time and the place was on fire with holiness and everyone
was pouring their hearts out, everybody except one that is. I decided to sit
back and watch like an anthropologist or a sociologist. I was no longer actively
participating.
A little boy not much older than 7 was sitting across the table from me. His family
is an exceptionally great family in Torah. He looked up at me and asked, “You
don’t know how to Daven?” I told him that I do but I’m just not in the mood of it
right now. Then he said to me words that rocked my world, “Who says HASHEM
likes it better if you do it only if you’re in the mood of it. Maybe HASHEM likes it
better if you do it when you’re not in the mood of it!”
Wow! A seven year old kid landed such a powerful lesson on me! He’s 100%
right. That’s what makes it a Mitzvah. If I’m doing what HASHEM wants me to do
then it’s a Mitzvah but if I’m only doing what I’m in the mood of then that’s what
we might call self-serving.

Just Say Treif!

This week however, the Torah is not as tempered. In Parshas Shmini, the Torah
prescribes the laws of kosher and non-kosher. It specifies for us those signs and
characteristics of kosher animals. Those who do not meet the specifications are
deemed tamei (non-kosher). Among those classified as non-kosher are hare, the
camel, the hyrax, and of course, the pig. The Torah refers to these animals as
tamei! It waives the graciousness it displays in Parshas Noach. It does not label
them as “animals that are not tahor. It calls them treif! Why the curt classification?
What happened to the gentle ettiquette so beautifully professed by Rabbi
Yehoshua?
The governor of a group of small villages decided to make an official visit to
one of the more backward farm communities of his province. The mayor of the
village, a simple farmer who had no idea of neither social graces, nor etiquette
received him. The farmer’s wife made tea, the water of which was scooped
from a muddy stream and set to boil. Upon sipping the first bit of the dirt-filled
libation, the governor immediately spit it out and shouted, “What did you serve
me? This is terrible!” The governor proceeded to show the mayor and his wife
exactly how to strain water through cheese-cloth in order to make a proper glass
of tea. Amazed, both husband and wife accepted the advice gratefully.
A few weeks later, there was a fire in the village. Reports to the governor said that
though there had been ample water, manpower, and time to contain the blaze,
for some reason the fire had managed to destroy most of the town. The governor
arrived at the home of the mayor to inquire what, exactly, went wrong.
“You see, dear governor,” beamed the hapless mayor, “the men were going to
use the muddy brook-water to extinguished the blaze, but I stopped them! I
showed them how to filter the water, and remove the small rocks and dirt. Since
your visit, we never used filthy water again!”
“You fool!” shouted the governor. “You filter for tea, not a fire! When a fire is raging
you must put it out immediately – even with dirty water!”
The story of Noach is a narrative. The Torah can well afford to classify the nonkosher animals in a positive light. After all, for the sake of the story it does not
make a difference if the animals are referred to as tamei, or not tahor. The Torah
chose the gentler way. However when telling us to avoid eating animals which
are not kosher, the Torah does not offer circuitous etiquette, it declares boldly
– “they are traif!“
We live in a world that is wrought with many dangers. Sometimes we must say,
“no,” to our friends, our children, and ourselves, in a very curt and abrupt way.
A particular action, behavior, or influence, may be much worse than “not-sogood.” They may be traif, and must simply be stated as such. Saying “no” may
lack class, but it may work.
There is a time and place for every expression. When etiquette will work, it
must be used; but when a fire is burning, and the situation demands powerful
exhortation, any water, even if it is a little muddy, must be used!

Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky (Torah.org)

In teaching us the kosher laws this week, the Torah deviates from a meritorious
procedure.
Normally the Torah hardly elaborates unnecessarily, yet Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi
tells us in Tractate Pesachim that in Parshas Noach the Torah deviated from its
normal propensity to abbreviate. In fact, it added eight letters for a very special
reason. Rabbi Yehoshua explains, “A person should never emit a harsh expression
from his mouth, that is why in Parshas Noach when the Torah tells us that Noach
animals into his ark it takes pain to add letters.” The Torah tells us that “Noach took
sets of seven males and females of each the tahor (kosher) animal species, and a
set of two animals non-tahor (kosher) species” (Genesis 7:8-9).
“The Torah,” continues Rabbi Yehoshua, “could have just said one simple word to
describe the non-kosher animals – tamei! (treif). Yet to teach us the importance
of clean speech it uses an elaborate Hebrew terminology, animals that are not
kosher, instead of a simpler and shorter expression, treif animals. The Torah
avoids calling creatures, even non-kosher ones, tamei (impure) rather it labels
them as ‘animals that are not classified as tahor.“
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